This paper propases a new method using piecewise-linear transformation for adapting phone HMMs to noisy speech. Various noises are clustered according to their acoustical property and signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). and noisy speech HMM cornsponding to each clustered noise is made. Based on the likelihood maximization criterion, the HMM which best matches an input speech is selected and further adapted using linear transformation. The proposed method was evaluated by recognizing noisy broadcast-news speech. It was confirmed that the proposed method was effective in recognizing numerically noise-added speech and achlal noisy speech by a wide range of speakers under various noise conditions.
INTRODUCTION
Increasing the robustness of speech HMMs (hidden Markov models) to additive noise is one of the most important issues in state-of-the-ati speech recognition. HMMs with Gaussian mixmres are usually used to model speech represented by cepstral coefficients, meaning that speech is modeled in the logarithmic spectral domain. However, noise is usually added to speech in the waveform or in the linear spectral domain, so the incorporation of additive noise into HMMs is not straightfonvard. Researches in this field have been actively carried out. Parallel model combination (PMC, also called HMM composition) [ 1] [2] is one of the most practically useful methods for handling additive noise. PMC can derive a noisy speech HMM by combining a clean speech HMM, a noise HMM and a signa-to-noise ratio (SNR). We previously proposed a method using a neural networks-based mapping 13) to deal with the problem and this method was confirmed to be effective in recognition under new speakers, new noise and various S N R conditions. However, these methods have a disadvantage that they require a large amount of computation including non-linear conversion. This problem is especially imporrant when noise is time wying and the noise effect needs to be compensated for each utterance.
In order to solve such a problem, this paper proposes a piecewise-linear tansfomtion (PLT) as an approximation of the non-linear effect of additive noise. The piecewise-linear hansformation is performed in two step: the noise-additive HMM parameter space selection and linear transformation for the selected HMM, both processes being performed based on the likelihood maximization criterion.
In this paper, we first explain the principal method, and then report on two experiments. The first experiment is carried out fot numerically noise-added speech. In the next experiment, actual utterances by a wide range of speakers under various noise condi- 
PIECEWISE-I.INEAR TRANSFORMATION
Noise-added speech spectra n r y as a function ofboth noise spectra and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Therefore we first cluster noises, and then construct noise-added speech HMMs (noise-cluster HMMs) using a set of noisy utterances created by adding each cluster noise to clean speech at several SNRs. In the recognition phase, a noise-cluster HMM which best fits the input speech is selected, and further converted by maximum likelihood linear transformation. Figure I shows a system flow diagram of the method. 
Noire clustering and HMM selection
Since it is difficult to directly cluster noise data, we first build GMM for each noise and cluster noise GMMs rather than directly clustering noise data. Likelihood for each pair of noise-GMM is calculated for the clustering. Based on the likelihood maeix, a clustering procedure originally proposed for the "SPLIT" speech recognition system [4] is carried out. This procedure has the advantage that any number of clusters can be made. As the number of clusten increases, the sum of likelihood values increases. The clustering is terminated automatically when the sum of likelihood or the number of clusters exceeds a pre-set threshold.
Noisecluster HMMs are constructed using the noise-added speech made by adding noises that belong to a cluster to the clean speech. Clean HMM is used as an initial model.
Linear transformation
Gaussian mean parameten of the noisecluster HMM an adapted according to the following equation:
where A is an n X n transformation matrix and b is an n-dimensional vector. These parameters are estimated using the MLLR method [ 5 ] such that the likelihood of the input speech is maximized. Since there is no closed form solution to the matrix estimation problem, it is solved by using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. The transform sharing over Gaussian distributions can allow all the distributions in a sytem to be updated with only a relatively small amount of adaptation data.
EXPERIMENTS ON A JAPANESE BROADCAST NEWS TRANSCRIPTION SYSTEM

Language models
The broadcast-news manuscripts used for constructing the language models were taken fmm NHK news broadcasts over a period starting fmm July 1992 to May 1996 and comprised roughly SOOk sentences and 22M words (morphemes). To calculate word n-gram language models, we segmented the broadcast-news manuscripts into words (morphemes) using a morphological analyzer since Japanese ~entences arc written without spaces between words. Since many Japanese words have multiple readings and correct readings can only be decided according to context, we have constructed a language model in which a word with multiple readings is split into different language model enhies according to its reading [6] . We also introduced filled-pause modeling into the language model. A word-frequency list was derived horn the news manuscripts and the ZOk most frequently used words were selected as the vocabulary These 20k words wvered approximately 98% of the words in the broadcast-news manuscripts. We calculated bigrams and trigram and estimated unseen n-grams using the Katz's back-off smoothing method.
3.2Acnustic models
The feature vector extracted kom speech consisted of 16 cepstral coefficients, the normalized logarithmic powcr, and their delta features (derivatives). The total number of parameten in each vector was 34. The cepstral coefficients were normalized by the In these experiments, the SNRs of noisy input utterances were given. Therefore a noise-cluster HMM which maximized the likelihood for input speech was selected from those with the same SNR. The "Clean HMM" indicates the case using the clean HMM for recognition. These results indicate that I6-cluster condition gives the best performance.
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,.. Figure 4 shows results for Test-2. ' Since the SNR of each input utterance is unknown, a noise-cluster HMM which gave the maximum likelihood for each input speech was selected among all noise-cluster HMMs with 0, 10, 15 or 20dB SNR. These results show that 8-16 cluster conditions give the best perfornance in general. 
Effectiveness of piecewise-linear transformation
Evaluation experiments for the piecewise-linear transformation, that is the combination of noiseduster HMM selection and MLLR-based linear transformation, were carried out. Specifically, a noise-Auster HMM which gave the m i m n t n likelihood for each input speech was selected among all noise-cluster HMMs with 0, 10, IS and 20dB SNR, and then the MLLR mansformation was performed. Since it needs huge amount of compufation if we calculate the likelihood lues using all noise-cluster HMMs in parallel for input speech, noise-cluster GMMs were made using the same noise-added speech used b conshuct the noise-cluster H M M s and used for the best cluster selection, instead of using the noisecluster H M M s . A noise-cluster HMM corresponding to the selected noise-cluster GMM that yields the largest likelihood for input speech was used as the best model. The MLLR was performed for the selected noise-cluster HMM. 
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Input SNR Fig. 6 Recognition results using piecewise-linear transformation for'lest-l (exhibition hall noise-added speech).
Another experiment for Test-2 was performed using the piecewise-linear transformation method. Figure 1 shows the ward accuracy as a function of the number of clusten. It is clearly shown that the proposed method of combining cluster selection and MLLR gives significantly better results than cluster-selection in the case of real noisy speech. 
Comparison with PMC
A supplementary experiment using Test-I was performed to compare the results of the proposed method (PLT) with that of the PMC method. The C M S (cepstral mean subhaction) was not a p plied to the input signals in the experiments using PMC, since the CMS i s in principle difficult to combine with PMC.
Experimental results for the two different noises are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . These results show that the proposed method & o m significantly better than PMC. This is partly because baseline performance prior to adaptation for the PMC-based method was significantly wome than the former method due to the f a n that CMS was not combined with PMC. On top of that, it is clearly indicated that the improvement by noise adaptation using PLT is much larger than the one obtained by PMC.
Two experiments for numerically noise-added speech and real broadcast news speech distorted by various noises showed the effectiveness of the proposed method. The fint experiment on numerically noise-added speech showed the effectiveness of the noise-cluster HMM selection method and marginal imrrrovement by applying the MLLR for the selected HMM.
The second experiment using MI noisy broadcast news speech, including reports from remote sites, showed that the combination of the MLLR significantly contributed to improve the recognition accuracy. This confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed method for real speech distorted by various types of noise.
Another experiment was carried out to compare the proposed method with PMC. Results show that the pmposed mnhod performed significantly better than PMC. Our future works include comparison of the proposed method with an improved PMC method [7l which maximizes likelihood by adapting HMMs taking additive noise as well as convolutional (multiplicative) distortion into consideration Although this paper investigated only the influence of additive noise, actual speech usually involves the combination of various distortions including multiplicative distortions. Since the framework of the proposed method is flexible enough to cope with various distortions simultaneously, it will be worth hying to apply our method to more complex conditions 
CONCLUSION
This paper has reptted investigations of HMM adaptation using a piecewise-linear hansfomation method, with the intent of improving large-vocabulary continuous-speech recognition accuracy for noise-added speech. The piecewise-linear transfomation method consists of two parts: noise-added HMM parameter space clustering and linear transformation with the maximum likelihood niterion. In order to reduce the computational cost for selecting the noisesluter HMM, a method that uses noise-cluster GMM to select the best model for input speech has been introduced.
